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Abstract
Background. The cost-effectiveness and value of additional information about a health technology or program may
change over time because of trends affecting patient cohorts and/or the intervention. Delaying information collection
even for parameters that do not change over time may be optimal. Methods. We present a stochastic dynamic programming approach to simultaneously identify the optimal intervention and information collection policies. We use
our framework to evaluate birth cohort hepatitis C virus (HCV) screening. We focus on how the presence of a timevarying parameter (HCV prevalence) affects the optimal information collection policy for a parameter assumed constant across birth cohorts: liver fibrosis stage distribution for screen-detected diagnosis at age 50. Results. We prove
that it may be optimal to delay information collection until a time when the information more immediately affects
decision making. For the example of HCV screening, given initial beliefs, the optimal policy (at 2010) was to continue screening and collect information about the distribution of liver fibrosis at screen-detected diagnosis in 12
years, increasing the expected incremental net monetary benefit (INMB) by $169.5 million compared to current
guidelines. Conclusions. The option to delay information collection until the information is sufficiently likely to influence decisions can increase efficiency. A dynamic programming framework enables an assessment of the marginal
value of information and determines the optimal policy, including when and how much information to collect.
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Population health trends, such as increasing rates of obesity,1 diabetes,2,3 and cancer as well as changes in the distribution of cancer subtypes,4 may influence the costeffectiveness of health interventions. For example, the
cost-effectiveness of lung cancer screening may be
affected by decreasing smoking rates5,6 or changes in the
cost and efficacy of treatment.7 Many drug prices decline
over time, which can improve the cost-effectiveness of
treatment.8 Increasing adoption rates and coverage of
the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine reduce HPV
prevalence, thereby altering the cost-effectiveness of
cytological screening.9,10 In addition to assessing current
cost-effectiveness, it is important to consider when it
may become cost-effective to initiate a program that is
currently not cost-effective or to terminate a program

that will no longer be cost-effective. Such decisions often
depend on an assessment of when, what kind, and how
much information it is cost-effective to collect.11 The
optimal timing of information collection is clearly a factor for time-varying parameters, but the importance of
timing for parameters that do not vary in time is less
clear.
Expected value of sample information (EVSI) is
increasingly advocated to determine optimal sample size
and the societal return of proposed research.11–20
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Current practice in health decision science assumes
model parameters are constant across cohorts, and the
value of additional information is calculated assuming
the information collection effort occurs immediately.16,21,22 Such static models may often provide good
estimates of the cost-effectiveness of an intervention and
the per-person value of information in current and nearterm cohorts. However, the cost-effectiveness of a health
technology or program—and, therefore, the value of collecting additional information about 1 or more model
parameters—may be changing over time because
of trends affecting the cohort, the intervention, or
both.8,23–25 Over long planning horizons, ignoring these
trends in EVSI computations may result in recommending the collection of too much or too little information.
Furthermore, collecting additional information immediately may not be the optimal strategy. Our study
explores the importance of extending EVSI methods to
consider the value of delaying information collection,
even when the parameter of interest is not varying in
time, showing that the presence of another time-varying
parameter makes such an approach necessary over long
planning horizons.
We consider a hypothetical medical intervention decision for a cohort of patients where one imperfectly observable parameter decreases across intervention cohorts.
Our motivating example is hepatitis C virus (HCV)
screening in 50-year-olds at a routine medical visit, where
the prevalence of HCV is decreasing across successive
cohorts of 50-year-olds. At each time, the policy maker
can choose to screen the current cohort of 50-year-olds
and to purchase sample information about parameters
influencing the decision. Using a stochastic dynamic programming approach, we have previously shown that it
may be optimal to delay information collection about the
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time-varying parameter (HCV prevalence) until the information is more likely to result in a change in policy.26
This article extends our previous framework to highlight the importance of considering delayed information
collection in EVSI calculations even for time-invariant
parameters to maximize the efficient use of research
resources. First, we prove that in the presence of discounting (time value of money), it may be optimal to
delay the collection of information for a time-invariant
parameter (those that do not change across intervention
cohorts). We illustrate the practicability and feasibility of
applying our framework with the example of HCV
screening using a previously published cost-effectiveness
model.27,28

Application to HCV Screening
Affecting approximately 5 million Americans, chronic
HCV infection is a slowly progressing disease causing
liver fibrosis, cirrhosis, and liver cancer.29,30 Two-thirds
of chronically infected individuals were born between
1945 and 1965, and approximately half are unaware of
their disease.30,31 The advent of more effective therapy
has changed the value of identifying infected individuals,27,32–35 and as a result, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and the US Preventive
Services Task Force (USPSTF) recommended one-time
screening of these cohorts in 2013.36,37 HCV prevalence,
and therefore the value of screening, is decreasing in
post-1956 birth cohorts (Figure 1). The optimal duration
for an HCV screening program remains uncertain; several studies indicate that screening individuals born after
1965 is likely cost-effective.27,34,35
Several highly uncertain model parameters influence
the cost-effectiveness of HCV screening27,32–35 and, therefore, the optimal duration of screening. Collecting additional information about these model parameters may
therefore be valuable to inform this decision. We apply
our framework to identify the optimal information collection policy for an example parameter that we assume
is constant across birth cohorts—the liver fibrosis stage
distribution at screen-detected diagnosis—alone and in
combination with the opportunity to collect information
about HCV prevalence, which is decreasing across birth
cohorts. We compare the optimal information-collection
policy to the standard approach for value-of-information
assessment, focusing on how the optimal information
collection policy is influenced by the presence of timevarying parameters. Using this example, we show that it
may be optimal to delay information collection about
model parameters that are not changing across cohorts.
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Figure 1 (A) Hepatitis C virus (HCV) prevalence in US men by birth year. Estimated using the National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey (NHANES) (1999–2010). (B) Incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) of screening for HCV at a routine
preventive health exam at age 50 compared to a policy of no routine screening in incremental cost per quality-adjusted life year
(QALY) gained. Estimated using the cost-effectiveness model developed by Liu et al.27,28

Methods
The General Model
The general model has been described previously.26 A
policy maker faces recurring decisions at times
t 2 f0, 1, 2, . . .g about whether to stop investment in a
health intervention delivered at most once per cohort (of
size Nt .0). The policy maker’s objective is to maximize
the (expected) net monetary benefit. The incremental net
monetary benefit (INMB) of the intervention compared
to the next-best alternative is linear in an uncertain timevarying probability ~pt 2 ½0, 1,
INMBt = ~ut ~pt  g,
where ~
ut and g represent the marginal and fixed INMB
with respect to ~
pt , respectively.
The policy maker’s prior belief about ~pt at time t follows a beta-distribution with parameters xt = (at , bt ),
which describe the current belief state. The terms mp (xt )
and sp (xt ) denote the mean and standard deviation of ~pt ,
respectively. We assume that the distribution ~pt is changing over time with dynamics aimed at approximating the
prevalence of a health condition that is becoming less
common over time. Specifically, we assume
mp (xt + 1 ) = zmp (xt ) and
s2p (xt + 1 ) = s2p (xt )

mp (xt )
z + z(1  z)
1  mp (xt )

!!
,

ð1Þ

where z 2 ½0, 1 is a known decay rate. These dynamics
imply a geometrically decreasing mean, decreasing var1
iance (as long as mp (xt )  1 +
z), and an increasing coefficient of variation sp =mp .
We assume that the true values of u.0 and g.0 are
constant over time. The true value of u is uncertain, and
we denote our current belief, ~ut (yt ), with probability distribution parameters yt , expectation mu (yt ), and standard
deviation su (yt ). In the application to HCV screening, ~pt
is the (decreasing) disease prevalence in the t-th cohort, ~ut
is the benefit of early diagnosis and treatment initiation
for an affected individual, and g is the per-person cost of
the screening program.
At each time t, the policy maker faces 3 simultaneous
decisions. First, there is the decision dt 2 f0, 1g to invest
in the health intervention for cohort t, with dt = 0 indicating ‘‘no intervention’’ and dt = 1 indicating ‘‘intervention.’’ The policy maker also has the option to collect
sample information about ~pt and ~ut with sample of sizes
nt  1 and mt  1 at (nonnegative and increasing) costs
kp (nt ) and ku (mt ), respectively. Therefore, at each time t,
the decision maker implements the control ut = (dt , nt , mt )
in the control-constraint set U containing the following
elements: ut = (0, 0, 0), ‘‘no intervention (and do not sample)’’; ut = (1, 0, 0), ‘‘do intervention and do not sample’’;
ut = (1, nt , 0), ‘‘do intervention and sample nt individuals
to learn about ~pt ’’; ut = (1, 0, mt ), ‘‘do intervention and
sample mt individuals to learn about ~ut ’’; and
ut = (1, nt , mt ), ‘‘do intervention, sample nt individuals to
learn about ~pt , and sample mt individuals to learn about
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~
ut .’’ Information arrives at the end of the current period
and can only be used, in combination with the dynamics
on ~pt , to better inform the decision for the next cohort.
The current-period reward is then
ut , ut ) = dt (~ut ~pt  g)  kp (nt )  ku (mt ):
g(~
pt , ~

ð2Þ

We assume ~
ut and ~pt are independent, so the expected
reward for choosing ‘‘intervention’’ for the t-th cohort is
ut , ut )jxt , yt , dt = 1 = mu (yt )mp (xt )  g
E½g(~
pt , ~
kp (nt )  ku (mt ):
We assume a decision to discontinue the current health
intervention applies to all future cohorts, so
ut , ut )jxt , yt , dt = 0 = 0 for all t  T where dT = 0:
E½g(~
pt , ~

max
p()

‘
P
t=0

 

dt E g(~pt , ~ut , p(xt , yt ))I t

subject to xt + 1 = f(cx (xt , ~vt , ut )), x0 given,
~ t , ut ), y0 given,
yt + 1 = cy (yt , w
ut = p(xt , yt ) 2 U
where d 2 (0, 1) denotes the per-period discount factor,
f(  ) denotes the function generating the system
dynamics (see equation (1)), cx (  ) denotes the Bayesian
updating of xt , cy (  ) denotes the Bayesian updating of
yt , and I t refers to all the information available up to
time t. Given the optimal policy p (  ), the value function V (xt , yt ) satisfies Bellman’s equation,39
V (xt , yt ) = maxfdt (mu (yt )mp (xt )  g)  kx (nt )  ky (mt )
ut 2U

~ t , ut ))g
+ dE½V (f(cx (xt , ~vt , ut )), cy (yt , w
= dt (mu (yt )mp (xt )  g)  kx (nt )  ky (mt )
~ t , ut )),
+ dE½V (f(cx (xt , ~vt , ut )), cy (yt , w

Information Collection Problem
We assume that the parametric distributions of p~t and u~t
have conjugate-pair distributions (e.g., the beta and the
beta-binomial distributions).38 Therefore, the information states (captured by the parameters xt and yt ) can be
updated in a Bayesian manner while maintaining the
parametric distributions of ~pt and ~ut over time. For a
study about ~
pt , we denote the number of positive samples
~vt 2 f0, . . . , nt g and the belief state of the posterior betadistribution by ^xt where ^xt = cx (xt , vt , nt ). For a study
~ t and the
about ~
ut , we denote the sample information w
belief state of the posterior distribution ^yt , where
^yt = cy (yt , wt , mt ).
We assume that a study about ~pt does not provide any
information about ~ut and vice versa. We assume, in general, the nt individuals sampled to learn about ~pt and the
mt individuals sampled to learn about ~ut represent nonoverlapping groups because the criteria for inclusion are
different. For example, to learn about disease prevalence,
a study may randomly sample the population including
individuals unaware of their infection status, whereas a
study to learn about treatment effectiveness would only
include individuals known to have the disease.

Mathematical Representation of the Policy
Maker’s Problem
The optimal policy p (  ) determines the optimal
mapping p from states (xt , yt ) to actions
ut = (dt , nt , mt ) = p (xt , yt ), solving the optimal control
problem

ð3Þ

where the first 3 terms represent the expected current
period reward and the fourth terms represents the
expected present value of the optimal policy in all future
periods. For the special case in which information is not
available about either ~pt or ~ut , we present the optimal
policy, specifically the optimal time to stop the intervention, in online Appendix B.1.

Application to HCV Screening
We consider the repeated decision problem of whether
or not to perform one-time HCV screening of men at a
routine medical appointment at age 50 for successive
birth cohorts beginning with the 1960 birth cohort
(Figure 2). We consider screening at age 50 because onetime screening at this age had the lowest incremental
cost-effectiveness ratio in a cost-effectiveness analysis of
single birth cohort screening.27 At the beginning of each
period, the policy maker must simultaneously decide
whether to screen the current cohort of 50-year-olds for
HCV and whether to conduct a study to better estimate
current HCV prevalence, a study of an observable parameter that will help to better estimate the marginal benefit of early diagnosis and treatment for an individual
with HCV, or to conduct both possible studies.
Information arrives at the end of the current period
and can be used (in combination with the prevalence
dynamics) to better inform the screening decision for the
next cohort.
The current-period INMB, ~ut ~pt  g, represents the
INMB of screening at age 50 compared to not screening
in a cohort with prevalence ~pt , where
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Figure 2 A schematic of the medical intervention decision. Each year, the policy maker must choose whether to screen for
hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection in 50-year-olds who attend a routine preventive health exam. The HCV prevalence in the t-th
cohort is p̃t. The screening test has sensitivity q1 and specificity q2. The screening test costs CS . 0 and screening test invasiveness
may result in a quality-of-life loss, BS  0. An initially false-positive test result is corrected at a cost CFP  0 and quality-of-life
loss, BFP  0. The lifetime discounted costs and benefits of the true-positive, false-negative, and true-negative screening
outcomes are denoted by C1, C2, C3 and B1, B2, B3, respectively.

~
ut = q1 ½l(B1  B2 )  (C1  C2 )  (1  q2 )½lBFP  CFP ,
ð4Þ
and
g = CS  lBS  (1  q2 )(lBFP  CFP ),

ð5Þ

where l is the willingness-to-pay threshold, q1 and q2 are
the sensitivity and specificity of the screening test, CS .0
and BS  0 are the cost and quality-of-life loss associated
with performing the screening test, CFP  0 and BFP  0
are the cost and quality-of-life loss associated with correcting a false-positive test result, and the lifetime discounted costs and benefits of the true-positive, falsenegative, and true-negative screening outcomes are
denoted by C1 , C2 , C3 and B1 , B2 , B3 , respectively (derivations presented in online Appendix A.1). Because ~ut ,
the marginal benefit of early diagnosis and treatment for
an individual with HCV is not directly measurable,
reducing uncertainty about ~ut requires information on
factors that contribute to it, such as treatment efficacy,
treatment adherence, access to treatment, and the distribution of disease severity at diagnosis (the example presented herein).

We estimated the base-case parameter values and
ranges for sensitivity analysis from the National Health
and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), a previously published model developed to evaluate the costeffectiveness of HCV screening in a single cohort,27 and
the medical literature. Parameter values are presented in
Table 1. We assumed that the cohort size, the number of
men who attend a preventive health exam at age 50,
Nt = Q, is constant over time since there is less than 10%
variation across cohorts currently 25 to 55 years old.40
We assumed the cost of sample information about HCV
prevalence is linear in sample size with a fixed cost of
$50,000 and a variable cost of $100 for each participant.
The HCV screening test has a sensitivity of 0:97 and a
specificity of 0:999641,42; therefore, the posterior distribution of ~pt after Bayesian updating is a mixture of different beta-distributions. To find stationary policies, we
approximated the true posterior mixture distribution
with a single beta-distribution with the same mean and
variance.
We adopted a societal perspective, considered costs
and benefits over a lifetime horizon for each cohort, and
discounted future costs and benefits at 3% annually.43
Costs are expressed in 2010 US dollars and inflation
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Table 1 Base-Case Parameter Values and Sources
Valuea

Variable, Description
Annual cohort: Men aged 50 years attending a PHE
Number eligible for a PHE
Proportion who attend a PHE
Q
Annual number of PHEs
HCV screening test
Sensitivity
q1
q2
Specificity
CS
Cost of screening test, HCV antibody test
CFP
Cost of false positive
BS
Quality-of-life change, event of screening
Quality-of-life change, false-positive result
BFP
Lifetime discounted costs per person ($)
HCV + , identified through screening
C1
C2

HCV + , not identified through screening

C3
HCV– individual
Lifetime discounted QALYs per person
HCV + , identified through screening
B1
B2
HCV + , not identified through screening
B3
HCV– individual
INMB per person ($)
~ut
Variable component of INMB
g
Fixed component of INMB
Initial belief
~pt (x0 )
HCV prevalence in undiagnosed
individuals (1960 birth cohort in 2010)
~t (y0 )
F

Screen-detected fibrosis stage distribution

Cost of collecting information
For a study about ~pt
kx,F
Fixed cost per sampling study
Variable cost per sample
kx,V
kx (nt )
Cost of sampling, per person in the cohort
~t
For a study about F
ky,F
Fixed cost per sampling study
Variable cost per sample
ky,V
ky (mt )
Cost of sampling, per person in the cohort
Other
z
Rate of prevalence decay
l
Willingness-to-pay threshold
r
Annual discount rate

2.1 million
24.4%
508,222
0.97
0.9996
$28
$230
0
0
~ 1,t + $149,961F
~ 2,t +
~ 0,t + $146,656F
$141,675F
~ 4,t
~ 3,t + $148,104F
$149,595F
~ 1,t + $128,079F
~ 2,t +
~
$126,784F 0,t + $128,625F
~ 4,t
~ 3,t + $120,398F
$125,498F
$181,314

Sources
40
62

Calculated
41
42
49
49

Assumed
Assumed
27

27

27

~1,t + 10:27F
~2,t + 9:71F
~3,t + 8:75F
~4,t
~0,t + 10:82F
11:19F
~1,t + 9:81F
~2,t + 9:19F
~3,t + 8:06F
~4,t
~0,t + 10:53F
11:09F
15:69

27

~1,t + $12,708F
~2,t
~0,t + $3660F
-$6857F
~
~
+ $14,123F3,t + $23,059F4,t
$28:05

Equation (4)

x0 = (a0 ,b0 ) = (75:1,2350:5);
mp (x0 ) = 0:031; sp (x0 ) = 0:0035

27
27

Equation (5)
NHANES;
see Cipriano
and Weber26

~0 (y0 ) =
y0 = (5,20,5,4,5); F
(0:128,0:513,0:128,0:103,0:128)

48

$50,000
$100
ð(kx,F + nt kx,V )=QÞ1fnt .0g

Estimated

$400,000
$2000


(ky,F + mt ky,V )=Q 1fmt .0g

Estimated

0:893
$75,000/QALY
0:03

26

49

Assumed
49

Assumed
45
43

HCV, hepatitis C virus; INMB, incremental net monetary benefit; NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; PHE,
preventive health exam; QALY, quality-adjusted life year.
~t . We
a. The lifetime discounted costs, QALYs, and INMB of screening at age 50 compared to not screening per person are linear functions of F
estimated the parameters of this function using a previously published model of HCV screening.27 Using
~ut = -$6857F
~0,t + $3660F
~1,t + $12,708F
~2,t + $14,123F
~3,t + $23,059F
~4,t : specifically, -$6857 is the INMB of screening for HCV at age 50 compared
to not screening for an individual in fibrosis stage F0 at diagnosis, $3660 is the INMB for an individual in fibrosis stage F1 at diagnosis, $12,708
is the INMB for an individual in fibrosis stage F2 at diagnosis, $14,123 is the INMB for an individual in fibrosis stage F3 at diagnosis, and
$23,059 is the INMB for an individual in fibrosis stage F4 at diagnosis.
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adjusted with the Consumer Price Index.44 Benefits are
measured in quality-adjusted life years (QALYs). For the
purpose of illustration, we assumed a mid-range value
for society’s maximum willingness to pay of $75, 000 per
QALY gained.45
Example: Liver fibrosis stage distribution at screendetected diagnosis. An HCV-infected individual’s degree
of liver fibrosis affects the incremental lifetime costs and
benefits of early diagnosis and treatment46; therefore, the
liver fibrosis stage distribution in the screen-detected
population affects the cost-effectiveness of population
screening.27,47 Variation in estimates of the liver fibrosis
stage distribution has led to widely different estimates
for the cost-effectiveness of HCV screening.32–35
We classified fibrosis stages using Metavir scores of
F0 (no fibrosis) through F4 (cirrhosis). We denote the
distribution of screen-detected individuals across the
~0, t , F
~1, t , F
~2, t , F
~ ~
~ t = (F
fibrosis stages F
P3,4 t , F4, t ), where
~
~
~
~
~
~
0  F0, t , F1, t , F2, t , F3, t , F4, t  1 and
i = 0 Fi, t = 1. We
decomposed the marginal benefit of early HCV diagnosis
~t (online
and treatment, ~
ut , into a linear function of F
Appendix A.2). We estimated the marginal benefit of
early diagnosis and treatment conditional on being diagnosed at each Metavir score using a previously published
cost-effectiveness model27 (Table 1).
~t at
We assumed that the policy maker’s belief about F
time t is Dirichlet distributed with parameters
yt = (y0, t , y1, t , y2, t , y3, t , y4, t ). As liver biopsies pose risks
for serious adverse events, information on the liver fibrosis stage distribution among the screening-eligible
population is scarce. The prior belief was therefore
obtained using the count of individuals in each fibrosis
stage in a study of risk factor–based screening in the
Veterans Administration (VA) health care system, which
identified 122 individuals with chronic HCV infection,
39 of whom underwent biopsy for fibrosis staging:
y0 = (5, 20, 5, 4, 5).48
We assumed that the cost of a fibrosis stage distribution study in newly screen-detected individuals using
ultrasound-guided liver biopsy is linear in sample size
with fixed costs of $400,000 (Barrett Levesque, personal
communication 2013) and variable costs of $2000 per
study participant.49 Therefore, a study with a sample size
of 200 costs $800,000; this cost is varied in a sensitivity
analysis.
The number of sampled individualsPin each category,
4
~ t = (w0, t , w1, t , w2, t , w3, t , w4, t ), where
w
i = 0 wi, t = mt , is
Dirichlet-multinomial distributed. The policy maker
~t in a Bayesian manner,
updates her or his belief about F
resulting in a Dirichlet-distributed posterior belief where

yt + 1 = (y0, t + w0, t , y1, t + w1, t , y2, t + w2, t , y3, t + w3, t , y4, t
+ w4, t ). With
5 fibrosis levels, there are


mt + 5  1
= 70,058,751 possible outcomes from a
51
study where mt = 200, although many combinations
yield very similar cost-effectiveness results. For computational feasibility, we used recursive partitioning regression to identify 24 classes of similar (‘‘representative’’)
posterior distributions, with the similarity metric defined
in terms of the INMB of HCV screening50 (details in
online Appendix A.3). The expected value of the option
~t is obtained as the value
to collect information about F
of the optimal action given each possible representative
posterior distribution weighted by the probability of that
posterior.

Comparative Analysis
We began our analysis for year 2010 with the first cohort
of screened individuals at age 50 born in 1960. For each
example, we identified the optimal intervention and
information collection policy given current beliefs comparing our approach to other EVSI approaches. First, we
computed the expected INMB of the current recommendation to screen until the 1965 birth cohort. Second, we
calculated the optimal intervention policy assuming that
~t . Third,
no information was available about either ~pt or F
since the traditional EVSI approach is to only consider
initiating information collection about model parameters
immediately,16,21,51 we considered the opportunity to collect information immediately about either or both parameters. Fourth, we identified the optimal intervention
and information collection policy if information collection is available for one or both parameters and can be
delayed using value iteration in 2 stages implemented in
R version 2.15.039,52 (details in online Appendix A.4).

Results
In Cipriano and Weber,26 we established properties of
the optimal policy and of the value function when 1)
information cannot be collected about ~pt or ~ut and 2)
information can be collected about ~pt but not ~ut , which
continue to hold in the case of an uncertain ~ut . We now
consider 2 new cases: when information is available
about ~ut but not ~pt and when information is available
about both ~pt and ~ut . First, we prove that, even though
the true value of ~ut is constant, it may be optimal to
delay information collection about ~ut until the information is more likely to change an immediate decision.
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~t , or Both, Now Only or in All Future Periods
Table 2 Comparison of Optimal Policies When Information Is Available for ~pt , F
Given Our Initial Belief about HCV Prevalence in Men Born in 1960, mp (x0 ) = 0:031 and sp (x0 ) = 0:0035, and the ScreenDetected HCV Fibrosis Stage Distribution F0 = (0:128, 0:513, 0:128, 0:103, 0:128)
Case

Optimal Policy

CDC recommendationb
Screen until 1965 birth cohort turns 50
No information available Screen until 1978 birth cohort turns 50
Information only available immediately
~pt only
n0 = 920, then identify optimal stopping time
~t only
m0 = 200, then identify optimal stopping time
F
~t
(n0 , m0 ) = (920, 200), then identify optimal
~pt and F
stopping time
Information available in all periodsc
~pt only
n16 = 4000 from the 1976 birth cohort in 16
years, then identify optimal next action
~t only
m14 = 200 from the 1974 birth cohort in 14 years,
F
then identify optimal next action
~t
m12 = 200 from the 1972 birth cohort in 12 years,
~pt and F
then identify optimal next action

Expected INMBa

Increase in Expected INMB

$399,140,000
$566,470,000

Reference
$167,330,000

$566,490,000
$566,866,000
$566,867,000

$167,350,000
$167,726,000
$167,727,000

$567,940,000

$168,800,000

$566,920,000

$167,780,000

$568,590,000

$169,450,000

CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; INMB, incremental net monetary benefit.
a. The expected value gained by a hepatitis C virus (HCV) screening program is the sum of the discounted INMB of screening compared to not
screening over all future periods.
b. The CDC and US Preventive Services Task Force recommendation is to screen all individuals born between 1945 and 1965 for HCV at their
next routine medical visit.36,37 We ignore the screening of individuals born prior to 1960; for all others, we assume HCV screening occurs at age
50.
~t , or both (depending on the scenario)
c. The optimal next action may be to terminate the screening program or to collect information about ~
pt , F
in a specific future period.

Then, as an illustrative example, we demonstrate the
application of our framework to HCV screening policy.

In online Appendix B.3, we show that the value function
has the sufficient properties such that there is a unique
solution.

Analytical Results
When information is available in any period about ~ut
only, it may be optimal to delay information collection
about ~
ut until a time when the information is more likely
to change an immediate decision. To prove this, we consider the simplified case of only 2 possible realizations,
~
u 2 fuLOW , uHIGH g, neither of which would result in
immediately switching from one intervention decision to
the other. In this case, a policy maker would clearly prefer to delay spending on information collection until a
time when the information is likely to become decision
relevant. We present a formal proposition and proof in
which we calculate the optimal time to collect information in online Appendix B.2. Following the same logic,
the proof can be extended to consider more complicated
~
u, including continuous distributions. Furthermore, this
result holds even if the real (inflation-adjusted) cost of
information is increasing, as long as the rate of information cost growth is less than the discount rate.
When information is available about ~pt and ~ut in any
period, we use numerical methods to provide a solution.

Application to HCV Screening
The expected INMB HCV screening up to the 1965 birth
cohort compared to a policy of no screening is $399 million. The optimal policy without information collection
is to screen men for HCV until expected HCV prevalence
equals m g(y0 ) = 0:4% (see online Appendix B.1). Using
u
equations (B.1) and (B.2), we can estimate that this
occurs when the 1978 birth cohort turns 50 and that this
policy increases the expected INMB by $167.3 million
compared to screening until the 1965 cohort (Table 2).
If information can only be collected immediately, then
the optimal strategy is to collect information about both
HCV prevalence and the screen-detected fibrosis stage
distribution at diagnosis ((n0 , m0 ) = (920, 200)). This
strategy increases the expected INMB by $397,000 compared to the policy of screening until the 1978 birth
cohort (Table 2).
If we consider the illustrative situation of being able
to collect information at any time but about only one
parameter, it is optimal to delay information collection
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in both cases. If information is only available about p~t ,
the optimal time to collect is in 16 years (when the 1976
birth cohort turns 50). If information is only available
~t , the optimal time to collect that information is
about F
in 14 years (when the 1974 birth cohort turns 50). In each
case, the information will guide the policy maker’s next
action.
Considering the more realistic scenario where information is available about ~pt in all periods and informa~t once, the optimal policy given
tion is available about F
~t is composed of up to 5
current uncertainty about F
regions (Figure 3A). When the policy maker is relatively
confident that HCV prevalence is low, the optimal policy
is to not screen. When the policy maker believes HCV
prevalence is high, the optimal policy is to screen and not
collect information. At intermediate prevalence, the optimal information collection strategy is primarily determined by the current belief about the mean of ~pt . If the
expected prevalence is very low but uncertainty about
prevalence is preventing the policy maker from terminating the program, the optimal policy is to collect more
information about prevalence. At slightly higher prevalence, the optimal policy is to collect information about
~t .
both parameters or only about F
This example also reveals 2 small pockets where the
optimal policy is to screen and not collect information
(Figure 3A). The first, close to the m g(y0 ) -threshold and
u
with relatively low uncertainty about prevalence, exists
because of the very high cost of fibrosis stage distribution
information. States in this region are so close to the stopping region that information has little possible impact on
the optimal screening policy. The second, beside the
‘‘screen and collect information about ~pt ’’ region at high
uncertainty about prevalence, is increasing in width with
increasing uncertainty about prevalence. This region
exists because of the high cost of fibrosis stage distribu~t to the
tion information relative to the contribution of F
overall decision uncertainty. As the contribution of ~pt to
overall decision uncertainty grows, so does the preference
~t .
for information about ~pt over F
~t , the optiGiven our current beliefs about ~pt and F
mal policy is to collect information about the screendetected fibrosis stage distribution in 12 years.
Compared to the optimal policy without information
collection (screening until the 1978 birth cohort), this
policy increased the expected INMB by $2.12 million
(Table 2). Once this information has been collected, the
~t can be updated and the optimal next
belief about F
action, the time to either stop the HCV screening program or to collect information about HCV prevalence,
determined.

Figure 3 The optimal policy for any belief about hepatitis C
virus (HCV) prevalence, p̃t, given the current belief about the
screen-detected fibrosis stage distribution, F˜t. Decision
alternatives include screening for HCV and not collecting any
information, screening for HCV and performing a study to
learn about HCV prevalence (sample size = 4500), screening
for HCV and performing a study to learn about the screendetected fibrosis stage distribution (sample size = 200),
screening for HCV and performing both studies, or not
screening for HCV. Panels vary in the cost of performing the
fibrosis stage distribution study: (A) base case, $800,000;
(B) low cost, $600,000; (C) high cost, $1,000,000.
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In our analysis, the per-participant costs are high
($2000 per person) because an ultrasound-guided liver
biopsy is a relatively invasive and expensive procedure,49
and the fixed costs of the study are high because it is difficult to identify newly diagnosed, screen-detected individuals willing to undergo liver biopsy.48,53 However,
some of these costs may be lower in a large centrally
managed health system or if a noninvasive, but less accurate, liver fibrosis staging technology is used. When the
cost of collecting information about the screen-detected
fibrosis stage distribution is lower, the region in which it
is optimal to collect information about fibrosis stage distribution is larger (Figure 3B). Conversely, this region
becomes smaller as the costs of the study rise (Figure
3C).

Discussion
Evaluating a policy over its entire life cycle and considering the opportunity to collect information about both
time-varying and time-invariant parameters using a stochastic dynamic programming approach yielded an interesting and policy-relevant insight: even when a parameter
is not itself varying across intervention cohorts, it may be
optimal to delay information collection about it. Because
of the time value of money, it is potentially valuable to
delay information collection until a time when the information gathered is more likely to result in a change in
policy. Furthermore, we demonstrated how a stochastic
programming approach can be used to simultaneously
determine the optimal intervention and information collection policies.
We applied this framework to the timely problem of
HCV screening. We focused on how the presence of a
time-varying parameter, in this case HCV prevalence, ~pt ,
affects the optimal information collection policy for an
example time-invariant parameter (the liver fibrosis stage
distribution at screen-detected diagnosis at age 50).
Given our initial beliefs, if the opportunity to delay
information collection is not considered, it appears optimal to collect information about both parameters now.
However, if the opportunity to delay information collection is considered, then the optimal policy is to collect
information only about the screen-detected fibrosis stage
distribution in 12 years when the information is more
likely to influence the HCV screening decision.
Our work extends the scope of applications of stochastic dynamic programs in the health care literature
(reviewed in Schaefer et al.54 and Alagoz et al.55), focusing on population policies rather than patient-level decisions and considering the timing of information
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collection as an integral part of optimal policy design.
Previous applications of a Markov decision process
framework to population policy, such as composition
and timing decisions of flu shot design,56,57 have
assumed that information is collected in every period in
which a final decision has not been made. However,
information collection is costly, and so collecting information in every period may not be appropriate in other
applications.
The focus of this article was to demonstrate that it
may be optimal to delay information collection about
time-invariant parameters and to present a framework
for identifying the optimal time to collect information.
We make several simplifying assumptions related to
HCV, and we did not perform an exhaustive analysis of
parameters involved in determining an optimal HCV
screening policy. In addition, our work has several other
limitations. First, for this example, we assumed that the
screen-detected fibrosis stage distribution is constant
over time. This may not be true because of changes in
the age of infection and risk factors for infection.58 Our
objective was to demonstrate how the presence of a timevarying parameter, in this case HCV prevalence, influenced the optimal information collection policy for a
time-invariant parameter, and the screen-detected fibrosis stage distribution is likely changing more slowly than
HCV prevalence. Furthermore, for computational and
illustrative reasons, we assumed information could only
be collected once about the time-invariant parameter.
We believe this simplification is acceptable, since performing such a study incurs significant fixed costs and,
therefore, a single study is likely preferred to performing
several studies.
Our framework assumes that information can be collected within a single decision period (in our application,
a year). If the study requires more time, it may be possible to adjust the time of study initiation so that the information arrives at the period indicated with an
appropriate adjustment to the study cost to account for
the timing of study expenditures. However, studies with
longer patient accrual horizons or longer observation
horizons resulting in the risk of greater participant loss
to follow-up may experience nonlinear costs, uncertainty
in costs, and uncertainty in the time it takes for research
to report. Hall et al.59 present a framework for incorporating uncertainty in the time it takes for research to
report into value-of-information analysis. For difficultto-study parameters, an integration of their framework
with our own may be necessary to identify the optimal
time to initiate a study given the presence of time-varying
parameters affecting the study population, uncertain
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study costs over the study horizon, and an uncertain
time to study completion. We also assume that a change
in policy can be implemented immediately; implementation can be slow, and this may influence the optimal time
to collect information.60,61 In our example, we only consider one time-varying parameter and one time-invariant
parameter. The greater the number of simultaneous and
sequential information collection efforts, the more computationally intensive the problem is to solve; however,
our framework can readily accommodate extension to
additional parameters.
Finally, our simplified model structure assumes that
to gain information about the next cohort, we can collect
information only about the current cohort and rely on
the correlation between cohorts (as described by the system dynamics) to provide information about the next
cohort. In the case of HCV screening, however, it is possible to directly sample the next cohort (49-year-olds).
We chose this model structure because of its generality,
as the individuals who make up the ‘‘next cohort’’ are
typically unknown (e.g., the next cohort of patients with
a heart attack, of pregnant women, or of cancer
patients).
We extend the literature on value-of-information
assessment by developing a model to identify the optimal
information collection policy for time-varying and timeinvariant model parameters when at least one parameter
is varying across intervention cohorts. For a typical
health policy decision, many population-level parameters
are changing over time (e.g., decreasing rates of smoking,
increasing rates of obesity and type II diabetes). Such
changes will affect the cost-effectiveness of medical interventions and health programs that are sensitive to these
parameters. Furthermore, a technology itself may
increase in effectiveness over time through explicit revision (technological improvement to a medical test or
device) or through learning curve effects. Trends affecting the cost-effectiveness of a technology affect the value
of information about the parameter that is changing and
parameters that are not changing. Over long assessment
horizons, ignoring the influence of time-varying parameters on the value of information may lead to over- or
underestimates of the value of additional information
and the optimal sample size. Furthermore, ignoring the
opportunity to wait and collect information in the
future, at a time when the information collected is more
likely to support an immediate action, is a missed opportunity for increased efficiency. A dynamic programming
framework, such as the one we present, increases the efficient use of scarce resources for health care and health
research by more accurately assessing the marginal value

of information and identifying when and how much
information to collect.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary material for this article is available on the
Medical Decision Making Web site at http://journals.sagepub
.com/home/mdm.
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